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Wow! Is it 2022 already?!

We’ve had another busy year at Newgate behind the scenes designing 
lots of new products to tempt your customers.

A first for Newgate, we are excited to launch a collection of wall clocks 
inspired by our Londonetti watch range (pages 20-21). Each illustrated 
dial has a poignant meaning, such as Londonetti’s flagship design 
‘The Eye’ that adorns one of the most powerful images known to many 
cultures, and is said to be an indicator of wisdom, knowledge and 
mystery.

You will now find more than 10 designs in our exclusive LED and LCD
clock range which first launched last year (pages 4-7), designed to fuse 
retro and modern and bring the office or bedside bang up-to-date. Our 
best-selling range of 40cm plywood clocks has also been expanded 
(pages 56-61), and we’ve added a pop of colour with our new
Monopoly range (page 54-55)

Don’t miss our iconic railway dial now in the M-Mantel (pages 26-27) 
and Number Three (pages 24-25) and a square version in the Amp 
mantel (page 44-45) and our brand new Number Five Wall Clock (pages 
8-9). You will still find all our timeless bestsellers that make a statement 
in any interior and continue to perform strongly.

We’ve got it all covered, so sit back, relax, and enjoy the catalogue.

Love. Newgate.

www.newgateworld.com
www.newgatetrade.com
trade@newgateworld.com
tel +44 (0)1691 679 994

www.us.newgatetrade.com
tradeusa@newgateworld.com
(Toll Free) 888 784 9321

Head Office
Newgate World
Factory 3,
Glovers Meadow,
Oswestry,
Shropshire
SY10 8NH

All information is correct at time of print.  Please note colours may vary due to the screen you are viewing this on.

Welcome to the 2022 
Newgate catalogue
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Supergenius
LCD/SUPER2

Spectronoma
LCD/SPECT2

Spectronoma
LCD/SPECT1

Supergenius
LCD/SUPER1

Futurama
LCD/FUTUR1

LCD alarms like you’ve never seen them before. The Futurama, Spectronoma and Supergenius are all made 
from Acrylic with multi-functional coloured LCD dials in unique, British designed cases. 

Futurama - 9.1 x 20 x 5.7cm / 3.58 x 7.87 x 2.24in
Spectronoma - 13.1 x 19.2 x 5.9cm / 5.16 x 7.56 x 2.32in
Supergenius - 8 x 16 x 4.3cm / 3.14 x 6.3 x 1.69in

LCD Alarms

Futurama
LCD/FUTUR2
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NEW

Our latest range of LCD Alarms offer a modern yet retro addition to any room. 
The Centre of the Earth, Monolith and Pil are all made from Acrylic with multi-functional 
coloured LCD dials in unique, British designed cases. 

Centre of the Earth - 11 x 11.5 x 10.5cm / 4.3 x 4.5 x 4.1in
Monolith - 14 x 10 x 8cm / 5.5 x 3.9 x 3.1in
Pil - 9 x 17.5 x 8.5cm / 3.5 x 6.9 x 3.3in

New LCD Alarms

Monolith
LCD/MONO1

Pil
LCD/PIL1

Centre of the Earth
LCD/COTE3

Monolith
LCD/MONO3

Monolith
LCD/MONO2

Centre of the Earth
LCD/COTE2

Centre of the Earth
LCD/COTE1
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NUMFIV390KICE

NUMFIV390KICENUMFIV390KFR

NUMFIV390KCY

A square black station wall clock with a bold marker dial, 
colourful hands and a minimalist square case.

Acrylic wall clock with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 33.5 x 33.5 x 4.6cm / 13.2 x 13.2 x 1.8in

Number Five Railway 

NEW



10 11STING514PWSTING288K

STING316KSTING325K

Bringing the starburst clock 
up-to-date, the Stingray is an 
eye-catching addition to any room. 
It’s striking design and modern dot 
dial are available in four colourways 
including brushed brass or 
aluminium.

Stingray
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Contemporary and unique, the Burger & Chips 
offers a new look for the kitchen, office or bedroom. 
This square case is finished in soft matt white
which complements the coloured panel at the 
front and modern Arabic dial.

29.2 x 29.2 x 7cm / 11.5 x 11.5 x 2.7in

Burger & Chips

BURG261WNMBURG261WK

BURG261WFERBURG261WCHY
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A modern interpretation of the traditional Roman dial, the Number One Italian clock strikes the balance 
between classic and contemporary.  Acrylic case with silicone finish, metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 53 x 53 x 5.5cm / 20.8 x 20.8 x 2.2in
NUMONE148PGY

Number One Italian

NUMONE148K
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A contemporary wall clock with a roman numeral dial in timeless black and grey.
Acrylic wall clock finished in high quality silicone with metal hands and a glass lens. 

HWD - 37 x 37 x 4.6cm / 14.6 x 14.6 x 1.8in

Number Three Italian

NUMTHR148K

NEW

NUMTHR90PW

A contemporary wall clock with a graphic dial in timeless black and grey.
Acrylic wall clock finished in high quality silicone with metal hands and 
a glass lens. 

HWD - 37 x 37 x 4.6cm / 14.6 x 14.6 x 1.8in

Professor

NUMTHR436PW

NUMTHR309BGY

NEW
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NUMONE149PGY

NUMONE149K

A contemporary wall clock with a graphic dial in timeless black and grey.
Acrylic wall clock finished in high quality silicone with metal hands and a glass lens. 

HWD - 53 x 53 x 5.5cm / 20.8 x 20.8 x 2.2in

Number One Echo



20 21NUMTHR-BLO-KNUMTHR-FLY-K

NUMTHR-YAM-KNUMTHR-BEE-K

A collaboration of Newgate and Londonetti watches, brings together our modern 
black Newgate Number Three wall clock with Londonetti’s illustrative dials

Acrylic wall clock with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 37 x 37 x 4.6cm / 14.6 x 14.6 x 1.8in

NUMTHR-EYE-K

Number Three Londonetti x Newgate

NEW
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A contemporary wall clock with a graphic dial in a range of modern colour options.
Acrylic wall clock finished in high quality silicone with metal hands and a glass lens. 

HWD - 37 x 37 x 4.6cm / 14.6 x 14.6 x 1.8in
NUMTHR129K

Number Three Echo

NUMTHR129PW

NUMTHR129NM

NUMTHR129CHY

NUMTHR129MPK

NUMTHR129FER

NUMTHR129PGYNUMTHR129K

NUMTHR129PO

NEW
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NUMTHR390KNUMTHR390PGY

NUMTHR390FER

A station wall clock with a bold marker dial, black spade 
and baton hands and a minimalist straight-cut case.

Acrylic wall clock with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 37 x 37 x 4.6cm / 14.6 x 14.6 x 1.8in

Number Three Railway

NEW

NUMTHR390CHY
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MMAN390CHY

NEW

A station style mantel clock with a bold marker dial, red spade 
and baton hands in a colourful finish. The contemporary 
design is ideal for adding a pop of colour to the desk, 
mantelpiece or shelves. Acrylic case finished in a 
matt finish with metal hands, a glass lens 
and a silent sweep movement.

17 x 16 x 6cm / 6.6 x 6.2 x 2.4in

M Mantel Railway

MMAN390K
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MMAN678NM MMAN678MPK

MMAN678FER

MMAN678PGY

Available in a range of bright colour options, this modern matt-finish 
mantel case holds a minimalist graphic dial. The contemporary design 
is ideal for adding a pop of colour to the desk, mantelpiece or shelves. 
Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone with metal hands, a glass 
lens and a silent sweep movement.

17 x 16 x 6cm / 6.6 x 6.2 x 2.4in

M Mantel Echo

MMAN678K

MMAN678PW MMAN678PO

NEW
MMAN678CHY
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A playful and contemporary alarm clock with a graphic dial and metal case finished in a range of bright, modern colour options. 

A silent sweep movement means the second hand moves in constant motion with virtually no ticking noise. 

Metal case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 14 x 9.8 x 5.5cm / 5.5 x 3.9 x 2.2in

Charlie Bell - Echo

CBM134CHY

CBM134K

CBM134PGY

CBM134NM CBM134PO

CBM134MPKCBM134PW

CBM134FER

NEW



32 33CBM74BSSCBM39GGY

CBM41RABCBM74RAC

Clean and contemporary with a minimalist graphic dial, this modern interpretation 
of the classic twin bell design lets the luxe metal finishes take centre stage. 
Metal alarm clock with metal hands and glass lens.

14 x 9.8 x 5.5cm / 5.5 x 3.9 x 2.2in
CBM74RAC

Charlie Bell
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A traditional twin bell alarm clock in a range of classic matt colour options 
finished. Metal case with metal hands and glass lens. 

17 x 11.7 x 5.5cm / 
6.7 x 4.6 x 2.1in

Covent Garden

CGAM587OGY CGAM587BPK

CGAM587SL

CGAM587ASG

CGAM587K

CGAM587LW
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The Brian, Victor, Ronnie and Spheric are our latest range of 
retro inspired Alarms, that offer an eye catching addition to 

any room. 

The Brian and Victor are made from Acrylic case with a matt 
painted finish , metal hands and a glass lens.

Brian - 17 x 10 x 8cm / 6.7 x 4 x 3.1in
Victor - 14 x 10 x 9cm / 5.5 x 3.9 x 3.5in

New  Alarms

NEW
Victor

ALM/VIC67PW

Brian
ALM/BRIA410FER

Victor
ALM/VIC67K

ALM/BRIA410BGY
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ALM/RON34Y

A modern, oval shaped alarm clock with a retro feel and clean arabic dial.
Acrylic case with metal hands and a acrylic lens.

HWD - 10 x 10 x 8cm / 3.9 x 6.3 x 3.1in

Ronnie
A statement 1970’s style spherical alarm clock with a tilted arabic dot dial.

Acrylic case with metal hands and a acrylic lens. 

HWD - 14 x 11.5 x 9cm / 5.5 x 4.5 x 3.5in

Spheric

ALM/SPH35BGY

ALM/SPH35PW

ALM/RON34NM

ALM/RON34K

NEW NEW
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This mantel clock is an update on a traditional style. It’s subtle monochrome colours are perfect for any 
setting. 

Acrylic case with a matt finish, metal double spade hands, Roman Numeral dial and a glass lens.

21.8 x 14.9 x 7.9cm / 8.6 x 5.9 x 3.1in

Time Lord

MAN/TLOR187LW MAN/TLOR187CK

MAN/TLOR187CK

A modern take on a classic style. 
Acrylic mantel 
clock with double spade metal 
hands and 
a glass lens in a choice of two 
colourways.

HWD - 16.4 x 36.9 x 7.5cm / 6.5 x 
14.5 x 3in

Time Machine

MAN/TMAC215GGY MAN/TMAC313OGY
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A black mantel clock with a spun brass or cream face 
and offset numerals.

Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone with metal 
hands, a glass lens and a silent sweep movement.

HWD - 20.3 x 20.2 x 6.5cm / 8 x 7.9 x 2.6in

Odyssey

NEW

MAN/ODY712CK

MAN/ODY220K
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MAN/AMP390KICE

MAN/AMP390KFR

A station style mantel clock with a bold marker dial, 
colourful hands and a black case.

Acrylic case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 20.3 x 19.3 x 8cm / 8 x 7.6 x 3.1in

AMP Railway Mantel

NEW

MAN/AMP390KCY
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MAN/AMP67CK

A square black mantel clock with a cream or 
spun aluminium face and multicoloured chapter 
ring with block markers.
Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone with 
metal hands, a glass lens and a silent sweep 
movement.

HWD - 20.3 x 19.3 x 8cm / 8 x 7.6 x 3.1in

Amp

MAN/AMP689CK

A rectangular mantel clock with a curved white case and a spun brass dial with primary coloured minute markers.
Acrylic case finished in matt Pebble White with metal hands, a deep acrylic lens and a silent sweep movement.

HWD - 16.5 x 30 x 9.2cm / 6.5 x 11.8 x 3.6in
MAN/PLA696PW

Planet
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Rectangular mantel clock with a retro style white or spun 
aluminium dial and coloured triangulation hands. 
Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone with metal 
hands, a glass lens and a silent sweep movement.

HWD - 13.4 x 28 x 7.5cm / 5.3 x 11 x 3in

Thunderbird

MAN/THUN201CK

MAN/THUN675CK

A rectangular mantel clock in a Cave Black silicone finish 
with a screen printed spun aluminium or cream dial. 
Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone with metal 
hands, a glass lens and a silent sweep movement.

HWD - 19 x 16.6 x 7.5cm / 7.4 x 6.5 x 3in

Henry

MAN/HEN727CK MAN/HEN92CK
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A large matt black alarm or mantel with a bold 
mid-Century atomic dial in cream or black.
Acrylic case with high quality silicone finish, 
metal hands and acrylic lens. 

11.9 x 20.5 x 6.2cm / 4.7 x 8 x 2.4in

Wideboy

WIDE562K

WIDE453K

@almost_everything_off_ebay 

A light solid oak wood  mantel clock with a graphic, modernist dial and conductor’s baton hands. 
Light oak wood case with metal hands, a glass lens and a silent sweep movement. 

HWD - 17.5 x 25 x 9cm / 6.9 x 9.8 x 3.5in
MAN/HOLH708LO

Hollywood Hills
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Our solid wood wall clock collection. Choose from contemporary 
light oak or mid-Century dark wood options.

Wood Collection

@beautifulhomesinthenorth

SBILL235DO - Wimbledon 
HWD - 45 x 45 x 6cm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 2.4in

PLUTOG - Pluto
HWD 65 x 65 x 4cm / 26 x 26 x 1.6in
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MON264PLY40CY

MON264PLY40ICE MON264PLY40FR

NEW

A Scandi wall clock with a modern pale plywood case 
and a minimalist graphic dial, with colourful hands.  

Plywood case wall clock with metal hands and 
glass lens.

HWD - 40 x 40 x 4.8cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 1.9in

Monopoly
MON264PLY40VB
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MRC159PLY28

MRC159PLY40MRC160PLY40 MRC161PLY40

@owldesignlondon @sisters_and_sons

Pale or dark plywood cases combine with clean design dials to create a minimalist Scandi-inspired collection.
Plywood case wall clock with metal hands and glass lens.

Medium - 40 x 40 x 4.8cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 1.9in
Small - 28 x 28 x 4.8cm / 11 x 11 x 1.9in

Mr Clarke

MRC160DPLY40 MRC161DPLY40MRC160DPLY28
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MRC147PLY40 - Clay Grey MRC130PLY40 - Oil Grey

A pale plywood case with minimalist dial and muted colour-block face completes the newest Mr Clarke wall clock.  
Plywood case with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD -  40 x 40 x 4.8cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 1.9in

Mr Clarke

MRC140PLY40 - Burnt Sienna MRC128PLY40 - Pill BlueMRC133PLY40 - Bubble Green
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A pale plywood case with minimalist Roman dial and muted 
colour-block face completes the Mr Architect wall clock. 
Plywood case with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 40 x 40 x 4.8cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 1.9in

Mr Architect

MRA535PLY40

MRA625PLY40MRA445PLY40
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A dark plywood case and spun brass dial give a contemporary twist 
to this mid-Century style wall clock. 

Plywood case with spun brass face, metal hands and glass lens. 

40 x 40 x 4.8cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 1.9in
MRC222DPLY40

Mr Clarke

A rectangular wall clock finished in 
Cave Black silicone. The brass spun 
metal face features a retro screen 
printed dial with multicoloured hour 
markers. With the cream dial cream 
featuring a monochrome retro dial.
Acrylic case finished with high quality 
silicone, metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 36 x 42 x 8.2cm /
14.1 x 16.5 x 3.2in
Brass - BOXOF686CK
Cream - BOXOF196CK

Box Office

NEW
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CHOC350PGY

A classic wall clock with an elegant Roman dial and 
tear-drop hands in a sophisticated colour palette. 
Acrylic case with high quality silicone finish with 
metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 50 x 50 x 6.4cm / 19.7 x 19.7 x 2.5in

Chocolate Shop
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PUT469BGY PUT538BGY

PUT735RAB

The ultimate wall pleaser, the Mr Butler clock with 
a straight-cut metal case, classic Roman numeral 
dial and baton hands. 
Metal wall clock with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 45 x 45 x 9cm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 3.5in

Mr Butler
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PUT371BGY

PUT373RAB

Mr Edwards’ solid circular metal case is straight-cut 
for a clean and graphic line. The deep case holds a 
bold modernist dial and flat glass lens. Straight-edged 
metal wall clock in radial brass or matt Moonstone 
grey with metal baton hands and glass lens.

HWD - 45 x 45 x 9cm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 3.5in
PUT371BGY

Mr Edwards

@design_at_nineteen
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A compact version of our larger Mr Edwards wall clock.
Although smaller in scale, Master Edwards packs just 

as much punch. 
Straight-cut metal case in radial brass, radial copper, 
galvanised steel or matt Moonstone grey with metal 

hands and glass lens.

HWD - 30 x 30 x 7cm / 11.8 x 11.8 x 2.7in

LUGG371BGY

Master Edwards

LUGG371RAB

LUGG372RAC LUGG371RAC
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Our iconic station wall clock combines mid-century style 
with contemporary design. A matt black case holds a 
bold black or white dial and retro propeller hands. 
Metal case with metal hands and glass lens.

37 x 37 x 9.5cm / 14.5 x 14.5 x 4in
GWL15MK

50’s Electric

GWL15MK

GWL12MK

@raspberry_flavoured_windows

An enduring classic that transcends trends to 
remain one of our most-loved styles. 
Metal wall clock with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 50 x 50 x 8cm / 19.7 x 19.7 x 3.2in
CLJ71K

Battersby

@blackshorestyle @marks_and_rowe_interiors @y.a.t.r.i
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LUGG667GALBL

LUGG667GALR LUGG667GALVG

LUGG667GALCY

Inspired by the clocks prolific in railway stations across Europe during the mid-Century,
 Newgate added an injection of modern style to bring this much-loved wall clock up-to-date. 

Galvanised metal case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 30 x 30 x 7cm / 11.8 x 11.8 x 2.7in

Luggage
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The smaller cousin of Newgate’s iconic Putney wall clock. 
A straight-cut metal case holds a bold railway marker dial. 

Metal case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 30 x 30 x 7cm / 11.8 x 11.8 x 2.7in
LUGG390K

Luggage

The iconic Putney clock with a straight-cut gloss 
black case, bold railway marker dial and red 
teardrop and baton hands. 
Metal wall clock with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 45 x 45 x 9cm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 3.5in
PUT390K

Putney

@the_girl_with_the_green_sofa

@faffingathome

@beautifulhomesandinteriors
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WEST117GGY

A classic wall clock with an elegant calligraphic 
dial and teardrop hands in a sophisticated 
colour palette. 
Acrylic case with high quality silicone finish 
with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 50 x 50 x 6.4cm / 19.7 x 19.7 x 2.5in

Westhampton
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An industrial-style square wall clock with a straight-cut 
chrome case and exposed metal rivets. A mid-Century dial and 
retro propeller hands are encased behind a flat glass lens. 
Metal case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 40 x 40 x 9cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 3.6in
QUAD42CH

Quad

@theresa_gromski @countrylivinguk @astyledlifestyle

69
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Bring some old-school glamour to the bedside or 
desk with this classic alarm clock. 
A silent sweep movement means the second hand 
moves in constant motion with virtually no ticking 
noise.
Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone with 
metal hands and convex glass lens.

HWD - 12.3 x 11.6 x 4.7cm / 4.8 x 4.6 x 1.8in

Hotel

HOTE527CK

HOTE651LGY

HOTE455BGY
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A contemporary matt silicone case is topped by 
a luxe-finish metal bezel holding a range of Art 
Deco inspired dials.
A silent sweep movement means the second 
hand moves in constant motion with virtually no 
ticking noise.
Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone with 
metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 11.7 x 10.8 x 5.2cm / 4.6 x 4.3 x 2in

Skyscraper

SKY531LGYSKY476BGY

SKY661CK
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FRED413CHK

FRED414CHK

Acrylic barrel alarm clock in a 
silicone Chocolate Black finish. 
Acrylic case with high quality 
silicone finish, metal hands, glass 
lens and silent sweep movement. 

11.7 x 11 x 7.2cm / 4.3 x 4.6 x 2.8in

Fred
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A modern British-designed men’s chronograph watch reflecting the high-end 
boutiques and cool, snowy scenery of Aspen. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case holds an angled inner bezel with 
60-minute chapter ring in red, green and yellow. A black dial is piston printed 
with silver minute markers and Arabic numerals.

The triptych of chronograph subdials offer monochrome second timer, 30 
minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside a date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and striped monochrome 
canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG62ASP

Aspen

A modern British-designed men’s chronograph watch inspired by the bare 
aluminium bodywork and colourful racing decals of motorsport.

Straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case holding an angled inner bezel with 
multicolour 60-minute chapter ring. Spun aluminium dial piston printed with 
black minute markers and Arabic numerals.

Triptych of chronograph subdials in contemporary bright colour with 60-second 
timer, 30-minute stopwatch and 24-hour indicator alongside date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and striped multicolour 
canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6GEN

Geneva
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A modern British-designed men’s chronograph watch 
inspired by the frenetic energy of Shanghai.

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case coated in 
brushed black ion plating holds an angled inner bezel with a 
multicolour 60-minute chapter ring. The black dial is piston 
printed with white minute markers and Arabic numerals.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in contemporary clashing 
colours offer a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 
hour indicator alongside date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and 
striped multicolour canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6OXF

Shanghai
A modern men’s chronograph watch inspired by London’s love of gold, 
sophisticated architectural details.

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case coated in brushed black ion 
plating holds an angled inner bezel with a 60-minute chapter ring. The 
piston printed blue dial is measured by white minute markers and Arabic 
numerals.

The triptych of chronograph subdials offer gold second timer, 30 minute 
stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside a red date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and striped black, 
gold and white canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG62LON

London
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A modern British-designed men’s chronograph watch inspired by the 
luxury lifestyle of Monte Carlo.

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is coated in brushed gold ion 
plating and holds an angled inner bezel with a black 60-minute chapter 
ring. The spun gold coloured dial is piston printed with black minute 
markers and Arabic numerals.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in contemporary bright colours offer 
a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside 
date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and striped 
multicolour canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6MTC

Monte Carlo
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A modern British-designed men’s chronograph watch. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case coated in 
brushed black ion plating holds an angled inner bezel with a 
multicolour 60-minute chapter ring. The radial stainless steel 
dial is piston printed with multicolour minute markers and 
Arabic numerals.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in contemporary bright 
colours offer a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 
hour indicator alongside date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and 
striped multicolour canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6MON

Monaco
A modern British-designed men’s chronograph watch inspired by the golden temples and 
statues of Kowloon. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case holds an angled inner bezel with a 60-minute 
chapter ring. The piston printed green dial is measured by black minute markers and Arabic 
numerals.

The triptych of chronograph subdials offer monochrome second timer, 30 minute stopwatch 
and 24 hour indicator alongside a date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and striped black, gold and white 
canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG62KOW

Kowloon
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A modern British-designed men’s chronograph watch inspired by the 
lavish opulence of Las Vegas casino culture.

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is coated in brushed 
gold ion plating and holds an angled inner bezel with a multicolour 
60-minute chapter ring. The black dial is piston printed with gold 
minute markers and Arabic numerals.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in luxe gold, navy and dark 
burgundy offer a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 hour 
indicator alongside date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and gold striped 
canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6VEG

Vegas
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A modern British-designed men’s chronograph watch.

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case holds an angled inner 
bezel with a blue 60-minute chapter ring. The piston printed dial is 
measured by black minute markers and Arabic numerals.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in contemporary bright colours 
offer a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator 
alongside date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and striped 
multicolour canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6OXF

Oxford

A modern British-designed men’s chronograph watch inspired by the 
vibrancy of Tokyo.

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case coated in brushed black ion 
plating holds an angled black inner bezel with a multicolour 60-minute 
chapter ring. The white dial is piston printed with black minute markers 
and Arabic numerals.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in contemporary clashing colours offer 
a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside 
date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather strap and striped 
multicolour canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6TOK

Tokyo
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A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph watch. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is measured by embossed 
silver hour markers and a multicoloured chapter ring with contrasting 
pink, yellow and green hands.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in contemporary clashing colours 
offer a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator 
alongside date function.

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and striped multicolour 
canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6CHE

Cheeky
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A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph watch. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is coated in brushed black ion 
plating with embossed black hour markers and black chapter ring measured by 
multicoloured metal hands.

The statement black dial holds a triptych of colourful chronograph subdials 
offering a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside 
date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and striped multicolour canvas 
strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth 
WWG6DOM

Domino

A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph watch 
which showcases the glitz and glamour of Mayfair. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is measured by 
embossed silver hour markers on a spun aluminium dial.

The triptych of chronograph subdials offer gold second timer, 30 
minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside a pink date 
function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and striped black 
and colour canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6S2MAY

Mayfair
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A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph watch. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is coated in brushed 
gold ion plating with embossed gold hour markers and a gold 
chapter ring measured by coordinating brushed gold metal hands.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in contemporary primary colours 
offer a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator 
alongside date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and striped 
multicolour canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6GOL

Goldie A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph watch. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is coated in brushed gold ion 
plating with embossed gold hour markers and a gold chapter ring measured 
by coordinating brushed gold metal hands.

The spun gold-brass dial holds a triptych of chronograph subdials in pink, 
black and yellow offering a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 
hour indicator alongside date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and striped multicolour 
canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6HON

Honey
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A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph watch. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is measured by embossed 
silver hour markers on a spun aluminium dial and a multicoloured 
chapter ring.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in contemporary clashing colours offer 
a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside 
date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and striped multicolour 
canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6KIS

Kissy

A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph watch echoing the golden 
beaches and luxurious lifestyle in Biarritz.

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is coated in brushed black ion plating 
with embossed gold hour markers and multicolour chapter ring measured by gold 
metal hands.

The triptych of chronograph subdials offer monochrome second timer, 30 minute 
stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside a pink date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and striped black and colour canvas 
strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6S2BIA

Biarritz
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A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph watch. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is coated in brushed 
gold ion plating with embossed gold hour markers and a gold 
chapter ring measured by coordinating brushed gold metal hands.

The triptych of chronograph subdials offer monochrome second 
timer, 30 minute stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside a date 
function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and striped black, 
pink and white canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6S2ELE

Electra
A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph 
watch. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is measured 
by embossed silver hour markers and chapter ring.

A triptych of chronograph subdials in bright pink, yellow 
and orange offer a 60 second timer, 30 minute stopwatch 
and 24 hour indicator alongside date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and 
striped multicolour canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6VES

Vesper
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A contemporary British-designed women’s chronograph watch. 

A straight-cut 316L grade stainless steel case is coated in brushed 
black ion plating with embossed black hour markers and black 
chapter ring measured by multicoloured metal hands.

The statement black dial holds a triptych of purple, orange and 
yellow chronograph subdials offering a 60 second timer, 30 minute 
stopwatch and 24 hour indicator alongside date function. 

Includes both an interchangeable black leather and striped 
multicolour canvas strap.

Case Diameter: 44mm diameter x 9.7mm depth
WWG6SOL

Solitaire
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